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</thead>
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<tr>
<td>inch</td>
<td>25.4</td>
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</tr>
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<td>1.0</td>
<td>meter per meter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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AUTOMATIC TRACER-DILUTION METHOD USED FOR STAGE-DISCHARGE RATINGS AND STREAMFLOW HYDROGRAPHS ON SMALL IOWA STREAMS
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ABSTRACT
An automatic system was designed to concurrently measure stage and discharge for the purpose of developing stage-discharge ratings and high-flow hydrographs on small streams. Stage, or gage height, is recorded by an analog-to-digital recorder and discharge is determined by the constant-rate tracer-dilution method. The system measured flow above a base stage set by the user. To test the effectiveness of the system and its components, eight systems, with a variety of equipment, were installed at crest-stage gaging stations across Iowa. A fluorescent dye, rhodamine-WT, was used as the tracer.

Tracer-dilution discharge measurements were made during 14 flow periods at six stations from 1986 through 1988 water years. Ratings were developed at three stations with the aid of these measurements. A loop rating was identified at one station during rapidly-changing flow conditions. Incomplete mixing and dye loss to sediment apparently were problems at some stations. Stage hydrographs were recorded for 38 flows at seven stations. Limited data on background fluorescence during high flows were also obtained.

INTRODUCTION
The use of conventional methods to develop stage-discharge relations, or rating curves, at stream-gaging stations on many small streams commonly is difficult. Discharge measurements must be made throughout the range in stage at the site to completely define the rating curve. Current-meter discharge measurements require field personnel to be on site to measure flow. Being on site to make current-meter measurements is easy at low stages, but is progressively more difficult at medium and high stages because these flows occur less frequently, usually can't be predicted, and are commonly short-lived. Even if field personnel are on site, rapidly-changing flow, common on many small streams at higher stages, often is not suitable to measurement by the current-meter method (Kilpatrick and Cobb, 1985, p. 43). Some peak flow discharges can be determined after-the-fact using indirect methods, such as contracted-opening (Matthai, 1967), slope-area (Dalymple and Benson, 1967), flow-through-culvert (Bodhaine, 1968), or flow-over-dam (Hulsing, 1967). Step-backwater and slope-conveyance are methods of establishing rating shape or extending ratings using channel geometry; however, they are not suited to every situation and should not be used without actual discharge measurements to establish ratings.

High-flow hydrograph data--stage and discharge--are limited for small streams in Iowa. Most continuous-record streamflow-gaging stations operated by the U.S. Geological Survey in Iowa are on relatively large streams. Most of the crest-stage gaging (CSG) stations are located on streams that drain areas of less than 100 mi² (square miles), but they provide data only on peak stage.

Measuring discharge by tracer-dilution methods is an established procedure of the U.S. Geological Survey that works well for within-bank flows (Rantz and others, 1982, p. 211-259; Kilpatrick and Cobb, 1985; Kilpatrick and others, 1985, p. 15-21). A tracer of known concentration is injected into a stream where it is mixed and diluted. Discharge is determined by sampling the stream downstream, and then analyzing the new diluted concentration(s). The tracer can be injected all at one time, slug or sudden injection, or uniformly over time, constant-rate injection (CRI). The sudden-injection method requires many samples to compute a single discharge. With the CRI method each sample is used to compute a discharge, however, mixing requirements are more stringent. The CRI method has been successfully automated and used by Duerk (1983) to measure rapidly-changing flow at several continuous-record gaging stations on small streams in Wisconsin.

With the cooperation of the Iowa Highway Research Board, the U.S. Geological Survey developed a similar system for use at CSG stations. The system was designed to concurrently record stage and make automatic tracer-dilution (ATD) discharge measurements above a base stage. Field components of the system were installed at several CSG stations throughout the State where ratings were inadequate or no longer current. Stage hydrographs were converted to discharge hydrographs after rating curves were developed from the collected data. The systems were continued in operation beyond the end of the project as part of the CSG network.
Purpose and Scope

This report describes the ATD system and its effectiveness with various types of equipment in the development of ratings and hydrographs at several CSG stations for water years (October 1-September 30) 1986 through 1988. Field equipment was installed at eight CSG stations across the State (fig. 1, table 1). The stations have drainage areas that range from 0.71 to 30.8 mi² and are in several different landform regions with different runoff characteristics.
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AUTOMATIC TRACER-DILUTION METHOD

When a tracer of known concentration (C) is injected at a constant rate (q) into a stream with steady discharge (Q) for a sufficient period of time, the concentration of the tracer downstream, after complete mixing, eventually will reach equilibrium (c), as shown in figure 2, and then decrease when injection is stopped. If no tracer is lost and background concentrations are accounted for, the principal of conservation of mass applies and the tracer injected (qC) will equal the tracer flowing past the sampling point [(Q+q)c]. When the injection rate is small compared to the stream discharge, the equation can be expressed as

\[ Q = 5.89 \times 10^{-7} \frac{qC}{c} \]  

(1)

where

- Q = stream discharge, in ft³/s (cubic feet per second);
- q = injection rate, in mL/min (milliliters per minute);
- C = tracer concentration injected into the stream, in μg/L (micrograms per liter);
- c = tracer concentration at the sampling point (minus any background concentration), in μg/L.

Applying the above equation to actual flow situations theoretically requires that no longitudinal dispersion of tracer occurs. Of course, any tracer injected into a given element of flow does disperse. With the CRI method, however, tracer is injected into all elements of flow, and tracer from each of the other elements also disperses. By the principle of superposition, tracer also is gained by each element of flow from other elements, and equation 1 is valid to the extent that gains equal losses. For steady flow this is true once the plateau concentration is reached (fig. 2; Kilpatrick and Cobb, 1985, p. 4-6).

Dispersion varies with flow, and relative gains and losses of individual elements of flow vary during unsteady flow, especially if flow is changing rapidly. Therefore, the effective use of equation 1 is limited, though to an unknown extent, by the rate of change of flow. Unsteady flow has been successfully measured with the CRI method on several occasions, with the best results obtained during flood recessions (Kilpatrick and Cobb, 1985, p. 40-43; and Duek, 1983, p. 3). Rapidly changing flow did not seem to substantially affect the results of this study.

There are other requirements that must be met, or nearly met, if stream discharge is to be satisfactorily measured by this method. The injection rate must be accurately measured and remain steady. Tracer losses should be minimal during the entire measuring process. Background concentrations of the tracer in the stream, if any, should be measured and subtracted from sample concentrations. Finally, complete mixing should occur between the injection point and the sampling point. Each of these requirements is discussed in more detail later in the report. When these requirements were met, the computations were straightforward and results were acceptable.

System Design

The ATD system was designed to obtain stage and discharge data; it can be broken down into five components: (1) signal, (2) stage-recording, (3) tracer-injection, (4) stream-sampling, and (5) sample-analysis. The stage-recording component provides a digital record of stream gage height and the other components provide the discharge record. Except for sample analysis, which is done in the District laboratory, the other four components were designed to work automatically on site during flows above a base stage, or gage height. The design of this system was mainly based on the work of Duek (1983) in Wisconsin.
Figure 1.--Location of crest-stage gaging stations selected for automatic tracer-dilution study
Figure 2.—Concentration-time curve for constant-rate injection.
remains above the base gage height, the tram-injection components operate, even if all of the components are plotted on an background concentration, which is constant, and the stream sampler collects a sample whenever the stage-recorder is activated. When the stage falls below base gage height, the tracer-injection and stream-sampling components shut off. Should the stage rise above the base gage height again, both components are reactivated and operate as before. The stream sampler ceases to take samples once it reaches capacity but the tracer-injection component continues to operate, even if all of the tracer has been pumped out.

After samples are collected and sent to the lab, each is analyzed to determine tracer concentration. The first one or more samples, taken before any tracer has reached the sampling point, provide the background concentration of tracer in the stream. All remaining samples are adjusted for background concentration, which is assumed to remain constant, and used to compute stream discharge. Samples are coordinated with the gage-height record, and measurements are plotted on an appropriate rating diagram.

### Table 1.--Automatic tracer-dilution stations

[IC, Iowa City; FD, Fort Dodge; CB, Council Bluffs]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site number (fig. 1)</th>
<th>U.S. Geological Survey gaging station number and name</th>
<th>Drainage area (square miles)</th>
<th>Servicing office</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 05421890</td>
<td>Silver Creek at Welton</td>
<td>9.03</td>
<td>IC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 05448600</td>
<td>East Branch Iowa River above Hayfield</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>FD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 05481690</td>
<td>West Beaver Creek at Grand Junction</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>FD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 05483349</td>
<td>Middle Raccoon River tributary at Carroll</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>FD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 05487350</td>
<td>South Otter Creek tributary near Woodburn</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>IC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 05494110</td>
<td>South Fox Creek near Well Grove</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>IC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 06599950</td>
<td>Perry Creek near Hinton</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>CB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 06609560</td>
<td>Willow Creek near Soldier</td>
<td>29.1</td>
<td>CB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The usual configuration of the ATD field components is shown in figure 3. As water rises above the base gage height, the signal component activates all the other field components simultaneously. The stage-recording component records gage height at a set interval, based on its own timer, until it is manually turned off. As long as the stage remains above the base gage height, the tracer-injection component pumps continuously, and the stream sampler collects a sample whenever the stage-recorder is activated. When the stage falls below base gage height, the tracer-injection and stream-sampling components shut off. Should the stage rise above the base gage height again, both components are reactivated and operate as before. The stream sampler ceases to take samples once it reaches capacity but the tracer-injection component continues to operate, even if all of the tracer has been pumped out.

After samples are collected and sent to the lab, each is analyzed to determine tracer concentration. The first one or more samples, taken before any tracer has reached the sampling point, provide the background concentration of tracer in the stream. All remaining samples are adjusted for background concentration, which is assumed to remain constant, and used to compute stream discharge. Samples are coordinated with the gage-height record, and measurements are plotted on an appropriate rating diagram.

### Tracer

Rhodamine-WT was the tracer used in this study. It is a fluorescent dye that can be measured at concentrations less than 0.1 µg/L with a fluorometer. It is commercially available as a 20-percent solution in bulk quantities. For its hydrologic investigations, the U.S. Geological Survey allows a maximum concentration of 10 µg/L in streams at water intakes that result in direct or indirect human consumption (Wilson, Cobb, and Kilpatrick, 1984). Although no such intakes were known to be downstream from any of the study sites, computations of dye injection rates and volumes of dye to be injected were based on this limit as a precaution. This also standardized the computations.

### Dye Losses

Any tracer loss during system operations results in a computed discharge greater than the true discharge. Losses of rhodamine-WT dye can occur from oxidation by chemicals such as chlorine, from photochemical decay by sunlight, from wind drift if the dye injection line is suspended above the water surface, and from sorption to fine sediment particles and aquatic plants (Ranzt and others, 1982, p. 216; Kilpatrick and Cobb, 1985, p. 37). In this study, distilled water was used for dye injection mixtures to prevent losses from chlorine. Photochemical decay losses should have been minimal because travel times in the streams were quite short and the dye injection structure and stream sampler were sealed against light. Wind drift was eliminated by anchoring injection lines in the flow area of the channel, except at site 8. There appeared to be no substantial sediment sorption when samples were decanted and analyzed promptly after sediment had settled. Sorption losses probably occurred at site 8, which has heavy sediment loads, when the samples were not decanted for several weeks after they were collected. At site 4, several sets of samples were remixed after settling and may have had sorption losses as well. Long exposure periods to other stream-water constituents or sample storage containers may also result in some dye loss. A 1988 re-analysis of samples collected during 1986 from site 1 indicated an average decrease in concentration of about 25 percent.
Figure 3.—Automatic tracer-dilution field components.
Background Fluorescence

Although rhodamine-WT dye may not be present in the streamflow, natural fluorescence or turbidity that produces a fluorometer reading must be treated as background concentrations of tracer. For this study, it was assumed that background concentrations remained constant during sampled flows, which eliminated the need for a second stream sampler (upstream from the tracer-injection component) for the sole purpose of measuring background concentrations. The initial one or more stream samples, collected before any dye had reached the sampling location, were used to adjust for background concentrations on all remaining samples of a set. This results in errors only to the extent that the difference between actual and estimated background concentration is a proportion of the injected dye concentration of an individual sample. Background fluorescence becomes increasingly important as stream discharge increases. The dye injected becomes more diluted and the background concentration becomes a larger proportion of the total (background plus injected dye) concentration of the sample.

During 1986 at site 4, and during 1987 at site 5, entire sets of background samples were collected when dye injection pumps did not work during high flows (fig. 4). Background concentrations were variable at site 4, ranging from 2 to 6 percent of the maximum expected concentration of injected dye. Other background samples from this site had lower concentrations. Background concentrations were almost uniform at site 5 and only about 1 percent of the 10 mg/L limit for injected dye.

Mixing

It is critical to obtain adequate mixing of the tracer, both laterally and vertically in the channel, if accurate results are to be derived from the tracer-dilution method, especially if only one point in the stream is sampled. Complete mixing requires a relatively long mixing reach. However, for measuring rapidly changing flow and for servicing equipment, it is desirable to have a short mixing reach. A proper balance of these two requirements must be met. The following equation from Kilpatrick and Cobb (1985, eq. 4) was used to compute, or check for adequacy of, mixing distances; it was adapted from Yotsukura and Cobb (1972, eq. 29), and Fischer and others (1979, eqs. 5 and 10).

\[ L_o = \frac{0.1vB^2}{E_z} \]  

(2)

where

- \( L_o \) = distance required for optimum mixing, in ft;
- \( v \) = mean stream velocity, in ft/s (feet per second);
- \( B \) = average stream width, in ft; and
- \( E_z \) = transverse mixing coefficient, in ft²/s (square feet per second).

Mean stream velocity was estimated using the Manning equation. The transverse mixing coefficient was computed from the following equation taken from Kilpatrick and Cobb (1985, p. 7):

\[ E_z = 1.13D^{1.5}s^{0.5} \]  

(3)

where

- \( D \) = mean depth of the stream, in ft; and
- \( s \) = water-surface slope, in ft/ft (feet per foot).

Since the width factor in equation 2 is squared, any decrease in it will disproportionally decrease the required mixing distance. If two dye injection points are used, the effective width is decreased by a factor of two and the distance is decreased by a factor of four; if three injection points are used, the distance is decreased by a factor of nine. At most sites, the mixing distance was decreased by using at least two injection points. Injection points were positioned in the channel cross section so that equal quantities of tracer were injected into equal areas of flow; for simplicity, it was assumed that equal areas would convey equal quantities of flow.

Several things must be considered when using multiple injection points. First, flow from each dye injection point must be the same, or the computed mixing distance may actually be increased (Kilpatrick and Cobb, 1985, p. 35). This was a concern at some of the stations where splitters were used to divide flow from a single pump head. Secondly, unless the mixing reach is rectangular, required injection point spacing changes with stage as the cross-sectional area and flow distribution changes. However, actual injection point spacing remained fixed. Depending on the particular mixing reach, this may or may not be a concern since mixing distances generally vary with stream depth also. If the injection-point spacing is based on the stage with the longest mixing distance, then the "additional" distance available at other stages might be enough to compensate for the extra distance required because of improper injection-point spacing. Mixing distances and injection-point spacing were usually computed at base flow and bankfull stage to determine the expected range. If mixing distance and injection-point spacing were close for the two conditions then average values of each were used. Otherwise, values for the stage most in need of discharge measurements were used.
Figure 4.—Comparison of background fluorescence with gage height during high flows at two automatic tracer-dilution sites.
System Equipment

Four structures were designed for the system components -- one for stage-recording, one for stream-sampling, and two for tracer-injection (one for each of two main types of pumps used). All structures were designed to be as small as possible for portability and ease of handling, yet strong enough for continuous field use and for protection against possible vandalism. The tracer-injection and stream-sampling structures were made with handles and long wooden legs, so they could be carried by one or two people and installed using hand tools.

Signal Component

The main part of the signal component was a relay box designed to activate each of the other field components at the appropriate times. It was housed in the stage-recording structure and was activated by a micro-switch attached to the stage recording near the float tape. Below base gage height, the micro switch circuit is open and the system is off. When the stream rises above base gage height, the micro switch circuit closes and the signal component activates. A schematic diagram of the relay box (fig. 5) and a more detailed discussion of its operation are in the Supplemental Information section (Operation of the relay system) at the back of this report.

Two signal methods from the relay box to other equipment were used--hard-wire connection and radio signal. Hard-wire connections were used for most situations. However, when signal transmission distances were fairly long (300-400 ft or greater) or when hard-wire connections could not be reliably maintained, a radio signal device was used. Because of the system layout, there was always one short and one long signal transmission distance at each site. Either the stream-sampling component (usually) or the tracer-injection component was near the CSG with the other field components. The remaining component was located upstream (usually) or downstream a distance equal to the mixing length.

The radio signal device was a one-channel, Auto Page 1100 vehicle theft pager1. The transmitter has a maximum signal output of 1 watt and operates from a 12 VDC (volts of direct-current) power source. It was housed in the stage-recording structure to which a standard car antenna was attached. The receiver, housed with either the tracer-injection or stream-sampling equipment, was modified to use an outside antenna and operate from 12 VDC instead of 9 VDC. Each pager had its own tone code and no license was required to operate it. The transmitter was activated by the stage-recorder timer and transmitted for about 15 seconds. Upon receipt of a signal, the receiver activated another relay which turned on either the injection or the sampling equipment.

The radio device worked well for triggering the stream sampler because only one short signal was required to activate the internal electronics that control the sampling cycle. Only site 1 was set up in this manner, and its device layout is illustrated in figure 6. The tracer-injection equipment, however, had to be turned both on and off according to gage height. Two alternatives were considered. One alternative involved the use of two radios—one to turn the pump on, and one to turn it off. To limit costs, this solution was not tested; in retrospect, however, it may have been the better alternative. For the alternative actually used, a time delay was built into the receiver. The time delay was to exceed the time of the stage-recording cycle so that the tracer-injection equipment would remain running until a new signal could reset the time delay. Since no signals were sent when the stream was below base gage height, the tracer-injection pump automatically shut off after the time delay had expired. An 11-minute delay was considered possible, but, given the electronics of the receiver, only about one-half of that was obtained. This limited its use to sites where a short sampling interval was desired. Cost of a radio-signal device with time delay was about $150.

Stage-Recording Component

The stage-recording component consisted of an analog-to-digital recorder (ADR) with a U.S. Geological Survey, type 3 solid-state timer and 12 VDC power source; steel float tape, weight, and 2 1/2-in. (inch) float to sense stage; 3-in. PVC (polyvinyl chloride) pipe to serve as a stilling well; 2-in. metal pipe with standoff brackets to support the structure and house the float-tape weight; and a structure to house the equipment. A hinged metal box was designed to hold the ADR, timer, 12-volt gel-cell battery, signal relay box and radio transmitter, (fig. 7). When opened for servicing, the top one-half of the box lid served as a shelf for the ADR lid and other items. Pipe couplings were welded to the bottom of the box for attaching the mounting and stilling well pipes. The box was bolted directly to a bridge, wingwall, or other solid surface, or was screwed onto the top of an existing CSG (stick removed) or other 2-in. pipe.

1Use of trade names in this report is for identification purposes only and does not constitute an endorsement by the U.S. Geological Survey.
Figure 6.—Radio signal device for stream sampler.
Figure 7.—Stage-recording structure and equipment.
The 3-in. PVC pipe was secured with stiffener brackets to the stronger 2-in. metal pipe. The stilling-well pipe was left open at the bottom, or a 3-in. PVC horizontal intake was installed using various pipe fittings. Intakes were secured by taping joints or burying in place, rather than gluing, to aid in repair and disassembly. Bolts through the stilling-well pipe wall functioned as a float rest. At some sites a screen was installed over the end of the pipe or intake to prevent debris from clogging the inside of the stilling well. The stilling-well pipe and screened intake, and mounting pipe for site 1 are shown in figure 8 next to the CSG.

Tracer-Injection Component

Originally, only one tracer-injection box was planned for the different types of equipment to be used. It was designed for a 20-liter dye jug, marine/RV deep-cycle battery, and any one of three pumps to be tested (fig. 9). The relatively low maximum pumping rate and low power consumption of the positive-displacement pump, however, made the use of both a smaller jug and battery with this pump practical. Another smaller structure was designed for the positive-displacement pump, a 10-liter dye jug, and an 8 A-hr (ampere-hour) gel-cell battery (fig. 10). It was designed to mount on a single wooden 4x4-in. post.

Dye-injection pumps had to be portable, operate on 12 VDC power, and have an adjustable pump rate that would remain steady, once set. Pumps tested included Masterflex and Geotech peristaltic (both could be used with one or two heads), and Fluid Metering, Inc. (FMI) positive displacement (had to be used with a flow splitter for more than one injection point). The Geotech pump drive (Series I - 0701) with Masterflex long-shaft pump head (7016-00) requires from 2 to 5 A (amperes) of current. After installation it was discovered that the Geotech pump rate could not be adjusted slow enough for use with even the 20-liter jug and the required pumping times. It was replaced after one flow event and not used again.

The Masterflex pump drive (7533-20) with Masterflex pump head (7016-20) requires approximately 3 A of 12-VDC current. Since the injection pump operates whenever base gage height is exceeded (whether or not there is any dye left), a deep-cycle battery of at least 80 A-hr was used to prevent battery drawdown during floods of long duration. The rate adjustment knob could not be secured in position, so care was taken not to disturb it once the pump rate was set. With dual heads, as it was normally used, the Masterflex pump is rated from 32 to 144 mL/min. It provided a reliable split of the dye-injection mixture for two injection points.

The FMI pump drive and head (RP-BG75-2CSY) requires only 60-100 mA (milliamperes) of current to operate and was used with an 8 A-hr gel-cell battery. It is rated from 0-46.5 mL/min (maximum rate usually exceeded this) and the adjustment lever can be secured in place. The materials used in the pump head (piston - ceramic, cylinder case - stainless steel, and cylinder liner - carbon) were specifically recommended by the manufacturer for use with rhodamine WT and allowed the pump to run dry without damage. The pump was reliable and worked well with a single injection point. However, for more than one injection point, a flow splitter was necessary. The flow splitter did not always provide equal splits of the flow. The two pumps and batteries primarily used during this study are shown in figure 11.

Two types of flow splitters were used for multiple-point dye injection: a commercial, plastic "Y" fitting for two-point injection; and manifold fittings made from thin brass and copper tubing for two- and three-point dye injection (Kilpatrick and Cobb, 1985, p. 36-37). No difference in performance was noted. Pump tests at sites with flow splitters often showed unequal flows from the different injection points, although each line was clear and of equal length. Flow usually went to one injection point to the exclusion of all others. If flow was manually redirected to another injection point it usually would flow only to that point. It was assumed that when water covered the injection points during a flow event, the additional hydraulic head resistance on all lines would produce a uniform flow from each injection point. Results from a number of flow events indicated that the assumption was questionable. Whether this was a result of the flow splitter design or construction, or of the components and construction of the injection lines and points is not known. Considering the critical nature of equal flow from injection points, more work is necessary to test the efficiency of flow splitters at various hydraulic heads and to develop a better design as necessary.

Injection points, or nozzles, were anchored in the channel whenever possible, to eliminate wind drift, eliminate construction of an overhead suspension device, and also to improve mixing. Original injection lines consisted of Masterflex, size 16, C-FLEX tubing inside of 1/2-in. galvanized metal pipe. The lines were positioned horizontally in the channel about 1/2 to 1 ft above the normal low-water surface. This design resulted in broken or cracked joints and washed-out lines because of trash collecting on the lines. At several sites, water that entered the lines because of cracked joints froze during the winter and ruined the inside tubing.
Figure 8.--Stilling pipe, screened intake, mounting pipe, and crest-stage gage for site 1.
Figure 9.--Large (original) tracer-injection structure and equipment.
and related equipment.

Figure 10.--Small (revised) tracer-injection structure for positive-displacement pump
Figure 11.—Dual-head peristaltic pump and single-head positive-displacement pump with flow splitter.
Re-designed injection lines consisted of C-FLEX tubing inside of 3/4-inch flexible plastic pipe, buried from injection box to channel bank, above normal low-water surface, and 1/2-in. galvanized metal pipe, from plastic pipe to injection nozzles. The metal pipe just fit inside the plastic pipe, and the two were held together by a metal clamp. In the channel, the lines were placed along the channel bottom with vertical risers for each injection nozzle. Each riser was well. Two such lines were (fig. 12). The riser-type injection lines withstood high flows new injection lines so that shut for the winter. Splices in the then pumped dry before the injection nozzle above the design. However, care was taken during assembly not to twist the tubing lines inside or to hold the copper tubing to the --. Several types of injection nozzles were used, but basically consisted of 1/4-in. OD (outside diameter) copper tubing through brass and galvanized metal adapter fittings (fig. 13). The C-FLEX tubing -- 1/8-in. ID (inside diameter) -- fit tightly over the copper tubing and a compression fitting held the copper tubing to the brass fitting. The brass fitting threaded into the galvanized metal fitting.

The dye-injection pumps worked against variable outlet heads during flow events (except site 8) because the dye-injection points were in the stream channel slightly above the normal low-water level. Pump tests to determine injection rates were done on site during low-water conditions when there was no outlet head. To determine what corrections, if any, to apply to the base pump rates determined in the field, both the Masterflex and FMI pumps were shoptested for various head differences (inlet minus outlet head) and various pump settings. The results (fig. 14) indicate a decrease in pumping rate with increasing outlet head for nine out of the ten sets of tests. For the Masterflex pump tests, the average change in pump rate (mL/min) per unit change in head difference (ft) was 0.18. For the FMI pump this factor was 0.20. The base injection rates, determined on site, were adjusted accordingly for the head difference of individual stream samples.

Additional tests indicated that pumping rates for the FMI pump also changed in relation to battery voltage (fig. 15). No adjustments were made to pumping rates based on voltage change for the following reasons: (1) battery capacity was matched to meet the requirements of the pump type and total injection time, thus limiting voltage drop; (2) pump tests made before and after events, with the same battery, generally showed little change; and (3) there was no way to determine actual voltage at the time of the first and last sample. It was necessary to keep fully-charged batteries in service and perform pump tests during site visits.

Stream-Sampling Component

Existing small gage structures, with side-access doors, were used to house the sampling equipment at seven sites (fig. 16). When the supply of existing structures was depleted, a new structure was designed and built. Because two of the existing structures had been partially submerged by unexpectedly high water, the new structure was built with a large cap-like lid hinged to a shallow base so the air pocket under the lid would prevent damage to the working components and control box of the sampler.

Manning model S-4050 discrete samplers with 3/8-in. ID reinforced PVC tubing and standard polyethylene bottles were used in this study. They were limited to 40 ft of sample line and 25 ft of suction head. These samplers could collect up to 24 discrete samples and purge the sample line with both water and air before each sample. Purging takes about 1 minute between the start of the sample cycle and actual drawing of the sample. The samplers were triggered through the “FLOW” port in the sampler control box by a switch closure in the signal relay box via hard-wire connection or through a radio transmitter and receiver. The samplers could have been activated initially through the “FLOW” port and thereafter with their own timers, but to ensure coordination with the ADR this method was not used. External 12-VDC deep-cycle batteries (80 Ah-hr or greater) were used to provide an adequate power supply. Because of their design, any air leak in the sampler hinders its ability to draw a sample. The most frequent problem encountered was the pinch-tube solenoids sticking open or only partially closing. When this happened, the internal vacuum necessary to draw water up the sample line was lost and no sample was collected. The control unit, containing the trigger mechanism and other electronics, was another source of problems.

Sample-Analysis Component

A Turner Designs model 10 fluorometer was used with a rhodamine-WT accessory kit (10-041) containing the necessary lamps and filters for analysis of dye concentration in stream samples. It is both a laboratory and a field instrument that uses either 110 volts alternating-current or 12 VDC. It can analyze discrete samples, as in this study, or
Figure 12.—Riser-type injection line.
Figure 13.--Dye-injection nozzles.
Figure 14.--Relation of pump rates to head differences for peristaltic and positive-displacement pumps.
Figure 15.--Relation of pump rates to direct-current voltage for the positive-displacement pump at a pump setting of 10.
Figure 16.--Stream sampler and sampling structure.
continuous flow. All samples for this study were analyzed at the District laboratory in Iowa City using procedures from Wilson, and others (1984).

Field Operations

On-the-job training and written instructions were given to field personnel who serviced the stations. Time for more formal training was not available. A number of opportunities to measure significant floods were lost because of misunderstandings or incomplete testing of the field systems. Because the procedures and equipment are new to many field personnel it is suggested that those who will operate this type of station in the future help install the equipment at the site, and be given some formal training.

System Preparation

After the equipment was installed and tested the sampling interval was selected. The proper interval varies depending, to a great extent, on runoff characteristics of the basin and individual storms. At any one site, the correct interval for one storm may be too short or too long for another storm. Sampling intervals used in this study ranged from 5 to 15 minutes. Because the sampler was triggered by the ADR through the relay box, the interval was selected from those available for the ADR timer.

The calculation for the volume of dye \( V_d \) to be injected, which has a known concentration \( C_d \), was then made. The calculation was based on the total time of injection \( T \) and any limiting condition of maximum concentration in the stream \( C_{max} \). Maximum concentration occurs at the discharge related to base gage height, referred to here as trigger discharge \( Q_{trg} \). Trigger discharge was estimated even if no rating existed for a site. By the principle of continuity, the total dye injected equals the dye in the stream, or \( V_d C_d = Q_{trg} T C_{max} \) with no units conversion. There was no need to inject dye after the capacity of the sampler had been reached; therefore, the time of injection was set equal to the number of samples \( n \) times the sampling interval \( t \). The equation is then written in the following form.

\[
V_d = Q_{trg} n C_{max} \frac{C_d}{C_{max}}
\] (4)

For the specific conditions that existed for this study, the above equation simplifies to

\[
V_d = KtQ_{trg}
\] (5)

where

\[
V_d = \text{volume of rhodamine-WT dye as 20-percent solution by weight (specific gravity of 1.19), in mL;}
\]

\[
K = 1.713, \text{ which is a constant based on } n = 24 \text{ samples, } C_{max} = 10 \mu g/L; \]

\[
C_d = 2.38 \times 10^2 \mu g/L \text{ and units conversion;}
\]

\[
t = \text{sampling interval (same as ADR punch cycle), in minutes; and}
\]

\[
Q_{trg} = \text{trigger discharge, in ft}^3/s.
\]

The dye-injection rate was then determined. Injection of the dye in concentrated form presented several problems. The concentrated dye is viscous and could clog pump heads and lines if it dried. Pumping rates also would be low, and any fluctuation in a low pumping rate could have a large percent effect on the quantity of dye injected and on the final discharge computation. When the dye was diluted with distilled water, the dye mixture was less viscous, and the pumping rate had to be increased to keep the actual quantity of dye being injected the same. The faster the pumping rate, the less effect a small change in the rate would have on discharge computations. Therefore, the dye injection rate should be as fast as the size of the dye container and the sampling interval will allow. However, the total amount of dye plus water should not exceed 80 percent capacity of the dye container so the dye and water can be adequately mixed. The pumping rate was estimated, based on the container size and pump being used. Then the pump was set and the exact injection rate determined from a pumping test. The volume of dye/water mix \( V_{dw} \) then was determined from the following equation

\[
V_{dw} = qtn
\] (6)

where

\[
V_{dw} = \text{volume of dye/water mix, in mL;}
\]

\[
q = \text{injection rate of dye/water mix in mL; and}
\]

\[
n = 24, \text{ the number of samples taken.}
\]
The volumes of dye and water were not precisely measured in the field. Rather, a volume of dye approximately equal to that computed was poured into the dye container and then, using the approximate scale on the dye container, water was added until the volume of dye/water mix equaled that computed. The solution was thoroughly mixed and a sample collected. The approximate dilution \( D_1 = \frac{V_d}{V_{dw}} \) was recorded on the bottle for later use. The precise value of \( D_1 \) was determined later as described in the Discharge Computation section.

Site Servicing

Routine servicing depended on whether the system had been triggered or not. During any inspection the sampler always was serviced before the injection pump to avoid contamination of sample bottles with dye. An explanation of how equipment was serviced and an example field form (fig. 17) are in the Supplemental Information section (Checklist of instructions and field form) at the back of this report.

Laboratory Operations

Sample Analysis

Samples were sent to the District laboratory in Iowa City as soon as possible after they were collected. The sample of dye injection mixture corresponding to the stream samples was precisely diluted three more times in the laboratory \( D_2, D_3, D_4 \) to within the expected range of stream sample concentrations. The fluorometer was calibrated with standards prepared from the concentrated dye (20-percent solution), and readings were taken for all samples. The readings were adjusted to read as dye concentration based on the known standards, and then the background concentrations of fluorescence were subtracted from the stream sample concentrations. These final concentrations \( C_4 \) - injection mixture, and \( c \) - stream samples) and the laboratory dilution factors were used directly in the computations of discharge.

Discharge Computation

Equation 1 has been rewritten by Kilpatrick and Cobb (1985, eq. 11) so that discharge can be computed directly in terms of the fluorometer readings and laboratory dilution factors. A similar equation with actual concentrations in place of direct fluorometer readings was used to compute discharge for this study. It is shown below.
A laboratory form (fig. 18) for recording fluorometer readings and making discharge computations was developed and is shown in Supplemental Information section (Laboratory form) at the back of this report.

SITE STUDIES: DESCRIPTIONS, RATINGS, AND STREAMFLOW HYDROGRAPHS

Discharge data were collected for 14 flows at 6 of the 8 stations during the 3-year study, although not all were considered usable. With the aid of ATD measurements, rating curves were completed at sites 1 and 3, and partially completed at site 4. Sites 2, 7, and 8, each with one set of discharge data, showed problems apparently because of incomplete mixing and dye loss to sediment. No discharge data were collected during two high flows at site 5, and no flows above trigger discharge occurred at site 6 during the time that ATD equipment was installed.

Stage hydrograph data were collected on 38 flows at 7 of the 8 stations. Several of these flows were only high enough to trigger the ATD system before receding. Discharge hydrographs were developed for stations with completed ratings. Rating curves and hydrographs are discussed for each of the stations described below.

Silver Creek at Welton - Site 1

The basin drains a 9.03 mi² area of the Southern Iowa Drift Plain that is steeply to slightly rolling with total relief of about 180 ft. It is about a 1.5 hour drive from the Iowa City office. There are no other gaging stations in the area. The station was established in 1965, and by 1986, a good peak gage-height record had been obtained. However, no stage-discharge rating was ever established, since only one low-flow and one high-flow discharge measurement were made during that time. Medium-flow measurements were needed to complete the rating.

The stage-recording structure was mounted alongside the existing CSG on the downstream side of the U.S. Highway 61 bridge. Because of low banks upstream and another bridge 800 ft downstream, it was decided to place the tracer-injection structure at the U.S. Highway 61 bridge and the stream-sampling structure at the downstream bridge. Access to both structures was easy, but, because discharge and gage-height data were collected at different locations, time of travel between the two locations had to be accounted for when matching gage heights to each of the stream samples. The injection system originally consisted of a dual-head pump and dual, in-line nozzles. The sampler was triggered by a radio signal and the injection pump was triggered by a wire connection. The radio trigger worked well despite vegetation between transmitter and receiver. Results obtained at this station illustrate the potential of the ATD method for measuring discharge.

A medium-flow event triggered the ATD equipment shortly after it was installed in June 1986; however, those samples were contaminated by a large flood in July before the station was serviced. A contracted-opening measurement was made for the flood at the bridge downstream of the CSG. Another set of samples was obtained from a bankfull flow in September 1986. The ATD measurements defined a loop rating (fig. 19). The discharge and gage-height hydrographs (fig. 19), illustrate how the discharge peak preceded the gage-height peak for this flood. The rate of change in stage, which apparently caused the loop rating, varied from 4.0 ft/hr (feet per hour) on the rise to -2.2 ft/hr on the recession. Using the gage-height hydrograph and the ΔQ/J procedure described by Kennedy (1984, p. 26-37), the ATD measurements were adjusted for the rate of change in stage as shown.

The contracted-opening measurement and adjusted ATD measurements for 1986 are plotted on the rating diagram in figure 20, and indicate a shift to the left from the contracted-opening measurement made in 1971. A 1987 step-backwater analysis plots well in relation to the ATD measurements and, to a lesser extent, the 1986 indirect measurement. Channel cross-section data from the step-backwater analysis indicated that the downstream channel had filled considerably since 1971, thus confirming the rating shift. Two final ratings were developed. Rating 2 was based on measurements made since 1986 and the shape of the step-backwater analysis. Rating 1 was developed from one low-flow and one high-flow measurement and the shape of Rating 2.

After ratings were established, the equipment was left at this site to study the loop rating at lower gage heights. The base gage height and trigger discharge were reduced by lowering the stilling pipe. The dual-head pump was replaced by a single-head pump and the dual-point, horizontal injection line has been replaced by a single-nozzle, riser-type line.

East Branch Iowa River Above Hayfield - Site 2

The drainage basin for this station is 2.23 mi² and is in the Des Moines Lobe landform region. The topography is flat with poor natural drainage. Total relief is about 50 ft and the channel has been dredged upstream and downstream
Figure 19.--Automatic tracer-dilution measurements, rating, and hydrographs for flow of September 24, 1986, at Silver Creek at Welton, Iowa (site 1).
Figure 20.--Comparison of automatic tracer-dilution measurements with rating curve for Silver Creek at Weldon, Iowa (site 1).
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from the gage. Travel time from the Fort Dodge field office is about 1.5 hours. The station originally was established in 1952, and was re-established in 1971 after the bridge was replaced with a 9-ft CMP (corrugated metal pipe) culvert. Since 1971 only four low-flow current-meter measurements have been made. A stage-discharge rating is difficult to establish because of backwater from vegetation in the channel during the growing season. The bottom of the culvert has filled in about 1.25 ft, to a level that is even with the channel bottom.

The stage-recording box was installed on an abandoned CSG pipe at the downstream end of the culvert. The tracer-injection component included the structure on the upstream road embankment, a single-head pump with flow splitter, and a dual-riser injection line at the upstream end of the culvert. Mixing distance was approximately 70 ft. The sampler was installed on the downstream embankment near the stage recorder. All connections to the signal system were hard-wired, with the tracer-injection signal wire going through the culvert.

After equipment was installed in July 1986, four flows were recorded. Three of the flows occurred in fairly quick succession during September and October 1986. The site was not serviced until after the third flow, and only one set of samples was obtained. The fourth flow was recorded the following spring before the injection and sampling equipment were reinstalled. No flows above the base gage height have occurred since that time.

Samples were collected and discharges computed, but the results are questionable. The first few measurements plotted reasonably well on the rating diagram, but the remaining measurements are scattered and generally plot on a flatter slope than expected. According to calculations, the mixing distance was adequate, although only 70 feet. An unequal split from the injection nozzles could be a cause of inadequate mixing and the questionable results.

West Beaver Creek at Grand Junction - Site 3

The drainage basin of this station is 12.6 mi² and is in the Des Moines Lobe landform region. The upper one-half of the basin drains a hilly area of moderate relief (about 100 ft), although channel slopes are not steep. The lower one-half of the basin generally is much flatter and has low relief (about 40 ft) and flat channel slopes. It is less than a 1-hour drive from the Fort Dodge field office. A CSG was installed at this station in 1966. When this study began, the rating was old and not defined for high gage heights.

Middle Raccoon River Tributary at Carroll - Site 4

This basin drains a 6.58 mi² area near the border between the Southern Iowa Drift Plain and the Des Moines Lobe landform regions. The basin generally is hilly with total relief of more than 200 ft, but the valley is wide and the channel slope mild upstream and downstream from the gage. The channel is uniform with steep banks and appears to have been straightened. A CSG was installed at this site in 1966 and operated until 1978 when the bridge was replaced. The CSG was re-installed in 1979. From then until the beginning
Figure 21.--Comparison of automatic tracer-dilution measurements with rating curves for West Beaver Creek at Grand Junction, Iowa (site 3).
Figure 22.—Selected gage-height hydrographs for West Beaver Creek at Grand Junction, Iowa (site 3).
of this study, only three fairly low current-meter measurements were made, despite repeated attempts to make medium- and high-flow measurements.

The stage-recording structure was mounted onto the existing CSG pipe on the left downstream bridge pier. The tracer-injection structure was installed at the top of the left bank about 500 ft upstream from the CSG, and the stream-sampling structure was near the left downstream end of the bridge. Originally, the signal component was completely hard-wired, and the tracer-injection component consisted of a dual-head pump with dual in-line nozzles. The pump was destroyed by high water in June 1986 and was replaced with a single-head pump and flow splitter. After several events with only fair results and repeated wire breakages, a single-riser injection line and a radio signal device for the injection component were installed in July 1988. A solar panel also was installed at that time to prevent battery drain from the radio receiver and to eliminate battery switching.

Few usable ATD discharge measurements were made at this station, although a substantial number of flows occurred and were recorded by the ADR. Two sets of samples were obtained in June 1986 with the dual-head pump. The first set showed a considerable loss of dye, possibly to sediment, as the samples were not decanted but remixed when the station was serviced. The second set was ruined, along with the sampler and injection pump, during the large flood of June 29, 1986. A contracted-opening measurement was made of that flood and is shown on the rating diagram in figure 23 with the usable ATD measurements made after that time. All ATD measurements shown are for the single-head pump and flow splitter. The August 12, 1987 ATD measurements are scattered and considered marginal. However, they do show the expected bend in the rating when flow exceeds bankfull. The ATD measurements of August 16 and 25, 1987, and June 8, 1988, follow the slope of the rating and generally plot within the range of the current-meter measurements made. Equipment malfunctions and operational errors prevented measurements at higher gage heights. False triggering of the radio receiver, resulting in loss of injection solution during low flows, may have been a problem as well.

During the project, 16 separate flows above base gage height were recorded by the ADR. The peaks are fairly well distributed between the base gage-height of about 17 ft and the maximum flood peak of about 25 ft. Gage-height hydrographs for the flows with ATD measurements, discussed above, are shown in figure 24.

**South Otter Creek Tributary near Woodburn - Site 5**

This basin drains a 0.71 mi² upland plateau area of the Southern Iowa Drift Plain. Channel slope is steep and basin relief is about 80 ft. It is about a 2.5 hour drive from the Iowa City office. The station originally was established in 1953 with the CSG located on a timber and pile bridge. An excellent gage height record was obtained until 1985 when the bridge was replaced with a 9-ft CMP culvert. Only two low-flow current-meter measurements and one high-flow indirect measurement were made before 1986, and the rating was never defined.

A wooden platform was built on top of the downstream end of the culvert to mount the stage-recording and stream-sampling structures. The channel upstream from the culvert did not provide a particularly good mixing reach (non-uniform channel) and was in an area heavily used by cattle. Therefore, the tracer-injection structure was placed on the upstream embankment with a riser-type injection line anchored at the upstream end of the culvert. To compensate for the high velocities expected through the 70 ft culvert, a three-point injection line and three-way flow splitter were constructed. Spacing between the injection points was based on the culvert flowing one-half full. Hard-wiring was used to make all signal connections.

Stage hydrographs were recorded for two flows since equipment was installed in June 1987, but no ATD measurements were made for either flood. A loose section of tubing jammed the dye injection pump during a June 1987 flood and no dye was injected; however, the samples collected were useful in the study of background fluorescence discussed earlier. The sampler malfunctioned during a flow in August 1987. No flows above the base gage height have occurred since that time. Indirect culvert measurements were made on both of the above-mentioned flows, and a September 1986 flood. No rating for present conditions has yet been developed.

**South Fox Creek near West Grove - Site 6**

This station has a drainage area of 12.2 mi² in the Southern Iowa Drift Plain landform region. The topography is hilly throughout and total basin relief is about 140 ft. Driving time from the Iowa City office is about 2.5 hours. One low-flow and one high-flow measurement have been made at this station since it was established in 1966.
Figure 23.--Comparison of automatic tracer-dilution measurements with preliminary rating curve for Middle Raccoon River tributary at Carroll, Iowa (site 4).
Figure 24.—Selected gage–height hydrographs for Middle Raccoon River tributary at Carroll, Iowa (site 4).
The stage-recording structure was mounted next to the existing CSG on the downstream bridge wingwall. The tracer-injection structure was about 350 ft upstream with a dual-head pump and dual-riser injection line. The stream-sampling structure was on the road embankment near the CSG. A radio-signal device was installed for the injection component, and a hard-wire connection was made to the sampler. A solar panel was also installed at the injection site. Installation of equipment did not begin until 1987. Since that time, drought conditions have prevailed and no flows above the base gage height have occurred.

Perry Creek near Hinton - Site 7

The basin drains an area of the Southern Iowa Drift Plain, and possibly parts of the Western Loess Hills and the Northwest Iowa Plains. It is hilly throughout, with a total relief of about 280 ft. The drainage area is 30.8 mi², the largest of the basins in this study. The channel is deep with steep banks and most flows are contained within the channel. It is about a 2-hour drive from the Council Bluffs office. The CSG was moved to this site during 1974 from a bridge 1 mile upstream, where the gage had been operated since 1952. Before this study, no measurements had been made, although a good record of peak gage heights had been obtained.

The stage-recording structure was mounted on top of the existing CSG pipe on the downstream side of the timber and pile bridge. Installation of the tracer-injection structure and the dual riser-type line was made about 250 ft upstream. A single-head peristaltic pump with flow splitter was used to inject the dye. The stream-sampling structure was located in the right, downstream road ditch with the sample line anchored near the right edge of the channel. A log and debris jam at the upstream side of the bridge was expected to aid in the mixing process. All equipment from the signal component was hard-wired. Installation was completed in late summer 1986.

One high flow and several medium flows occurred at this station during the study. An entire set of samples was collected on September 19, 1986, on a medium flow, so no samples were collected when a high flow occurred the following day. The hard-wire connections to the sampler and the injection pump had broken before a small rise in the spring of 1987. The discharges computed for September 1986 are shown on the rating diagram in figure 25. Generally, they follow the slope but plot to the left of the preliminary rating based on a step-backwater analysis. This indicates excessive dye in the samples for the discharges being measured. Probable reasons are an inadequate mixing distance, unequal flow from the dual injection nozzles, or both. Gage heights were recorded by the ADR for all flows.

Willow Creek near Soldier - Site 8

This station is near the edge of the Western Loess Hills but drainage is mostly from the Southern Iowa Drift Plain. The 29.1 mi² basin is hilly with about 270 ft of total relief. Most flows are contained within the deep channel. Bank erosion and gullying are common, and sediment loads are high during flow events. The gage is a 1-hour drive from the Council Bluffs field office. No measurements were made from 1966, when the CSG was installed, until the beginning of this study. One low-flow, current-meter measurement, one high-flow, contracted-opening measurement, and an abbreviated step-backwater analysis were made during the study.

Because the channel has filled at the CSG, the stage-recording structure was mounted on the left downstream H-piling of the bridge, on the opposite bank from the CSG. An intake was used so the bottom of the stilling pipe could be as low as possible. The tracer-injection structure was installed about 250 ft upstream on the right bank. A dual-point injection line was suspended over the channel from a rope tied between two trees. It was the only such installation made during the study. The injection pump had two heads. The stream-sampling structure was located on top of the left bank, just downstream from the bridge with a sample line anchored in the flow area about 10 ft from the left bank. Hard-wire connections were made to the injection and sampling components from the signal component.

Flows were recorded at this station during July and August 1987. Discharge samples were not collected during the series of flows in July because the sample line was plugged by mud. The last flow of July was the largest on record, and a contracted-opening discharge measurement was made to document it. The measurement was made at an old road crossing about 100 ft downstream of the present bridge. Samples were collected in August on the rise and recession of a flow. The results are similar to the loop rating shown for site 1 (fig. 19) except that they plot well to the right of the estimated rating (fig. 26), which is based on the July indirect and the shape of the step-backwater rating. Although inadequate mixing might be a problem, it may not be the primary cause of the offset. The dye was injected with a dual-head pump, so flow should have been equally divided between the nozzles, and mixing distance was adequate according to computations. However, sediment loads are high in this area of Iowa, and the gage was not serviced for several weeks after the samples were collected. It is thought that dye was lost to high concentrations of sediment in the water before the site was serviced, and if this was the case, the dye loss was about 75 percent. Wind drift of dye from the suspended injection line also could have been a source of dye loss.
Figure 25.--Comparison of automatic tracer-dilution measurements with rating curve for Perry Creek near Hinton, Iowa (site 7).
Figure 26.--Comparison of automatic tracer-dilution measurements with estimated rating curve for Willow Creek near Soldier, Iowa (site 8).
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A system was developed to automatically and concurrently measure streamflow stage and discharge. A tracer-dilution method, with a fluorescent dye as the tracer, was used to measure discharge. The system was installed at eight crest-stage gage stations in Iowa using a variety of equipment. Although the quality of the results varied, they demonstrate the potential for use of this type of automatic streamgaging. Possible factors and conditions affecting performance were identified and improvements are being incorporated into the site installations. Automatic tracer-dilution (ATD) measurements were made at 6 of 8 stations during 14 flow events; however, not all the measurements were usable. One preliminary and two final ratings were developed with the aid of ATD measurements. Stage hydrograph data, above a base gage-height, were collected on 38 flow events at seven of the eight stations. Limited information on background fluorescence during high flows was also obtained. Systems were not operated when temperatures fell below freezing.

The most serious problem seems to have been the unequal splitting of flow from a single-head pump for multiple-point injection of the dye. A redesign of the splitter, or some other part of the injection line, is needed. Until this is done, the following procedure will be followed: (1) use single-point dye injection where possible, which also eliminates injection-point spacing problems; (2) use dual-head pumps where dual-point injection is required; and (3) where possible, sample with a manifold line to get a representative sample, even if mixing is inadequate (station 2 and possibly station 5 are likely candidates).

Samplers need to be checked and serviced routinely, whether they have been activated or not. Many samples were never collected, especially at site 4, because of sampler malfunction. Solenoids that work in the shop may begin to stick after a few weeks in the field. Plastic fittings are easily cracked, causing air leaks that inhibit sampler performance. It is best to have several spare samplers that can be quickly placed into service so that repair work can be done in the shop instead of the field.

The radio trigger device worked well when triggering a sampler, but not as well for triggering an injection pump because of the required time delay. More work should be done to improve the reliability and length of the time delay. Where dye injection signal distances are long and sampling intervals are short, the radio device is considered a good alternative. For short signal distances to the dye injection system, hard-wiring can be used with some type of protective conduit.

During the last year of the project, solar panels were installed at a few locations. The panels insure an adequate power supply and eliminate the need to carry a battery to a remote location.

An in-line filter system would have reduced or eliminated dye losses to sediment. The possible locations of a pressurized filter in the Manning sampler were limited, however, and the problem has not been solved. Because of the water purge cycle, it could not be located between the sampler and stream. It could not be located between the sampler and bottles because of gravity flow between them. Any filter would require a large capacity to handle 24 samples and still allow the necessary flow of air for the sampler to operate properly. Until some type of filter is developed, it is important to service the ATD stations promptly after a flood, decant only clear water, and analyze the samples in a reasonable amount of time.

After a flow, it is important to always service the sampler before servicing the dye injection site. The dye is concentrated and even a small amount can contaminate a stream sample. While handling and sampling the dye mixture, it is best to use disposable gloves -- usually two layers. This helps to eliminate the direct contamination problem and decreases the spread of dye to other equipment where it could be picked up again. It also is advisable to sample the dye injection mixture before and after a flow event. This serves as a check on whether the dye mix has lost any of its fluorescence during storage in the field.
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Operation of the Relay System

A schematic diagram of the signal-system relay box is shown in figure 5. The operation of the relays are described below.

Terminal 1 - always “hot”. Power comes directly from battery (+) and goes to stage switch (COM), and to both switches (COM) of the DPDT relay.

Terminal 2 - “hot” whenever stream is above base GH. Power comes from stage switch (NC) and goes to injection pump relay coil or radio transmitter (+), DPDT relay coil (through blocking diode) and SPST-1 relay switch. The first time the DPDT relay coil is energized from terminal 2, the relay is “locked” into that mode by power from terminal 1 through one of the NO switches of the DPDT relay. Simultaneously, power is locked to terminal 3 through the other NO switch.

Terminal 3 - once system triggered, always “hot”. Power comes from one of the “locked” NO switches of the DPDT relay and goes to ADR timer.

Terminal 4 - once system triggered, “hot” during ADR punch cycle. Power comes from ADR micro switch on front of ADR; goes through SPST-1 relay coil which closes relay switch. If stream is above trigger GH, power from terminal 2 goes through SPST-1 switch and then through coil of SPST-2 relay. This closes SPST-2 switch for terminals 5 and 6.

Terminals 5 and 6 - sampler trigger switch. Switch is closed only when stream is above trigger GH and ADR is in punch cycle. If sampler is hard-wired to relay box then “FLOW” port wires are connected to terminals 5 and 6 (either way). If sampler is triggered by radio then terminal 5 is connected to “TRIG (-)” of transmitter and terminal 6 is connected to ground - terminals 7 and 8.

Terminals 7 and 8 with jumper wire between - ground. Return power from all 3 relay coils, ADR timer, injection relay coil and radio transmitter to battery (-). If injection pump is triggered by radio then return wire from SPST-2 relay coil is removed from ground and connected to “TRIG (+)” on radio transmitter.

ADR - analog-to-digital recorder
COM - common
DPDT - double-pole, double-throw
GH - gage height
NC - normally closed
NO - normally open
SPST - single-pole, single throw

Checklist of Instructions and Field Form

A checklist of the site-servicing instructions and the field form (fig. 17) used in this study are shown below.

1) Check ADR; system has been triggered if:
   * timer is on
   * tape has punched beyond test values
Figure 5.—Schematic diagram of signal-component relays for system shown in figure 3.
Figure 17.—Field form for inspecting and servicing automatic tracer-dilution equipment, using rhodamine-WT dye at crest-stage gages.
2) If system does not appear to have been triggered
   * check for HWMs to make sure system didn’t malfunction
   * fill out inspection on ADR leader notes
   * check all batteries - replace if less than 12.2 VDC
   * make sure sampler is on bottle and set to “FLOW”
   * make sure injection pump is “ON”
   * make sure sampler and injection lines are clear and secure at stream
   * record data on ATD-CSG NOTES

   If system has been triggered and stream is still above base GH:
   * make tape-down to get outside water surface; compare with ADR reading (allow for datum correction to
     ADR reading)
   * fill out inspection on ADR leader notes
   * see if all components of system are working
   * take water samples at equal widths across sampling section (not necessary if dye jug is empty)
   * record data on ATD-CSG NOTES
   * make current-meter measurement(s)

   If system has been triggered but stream has receded:
   * check for HWMs to compare with peak reading on ADR tape
   * fill out ADR leader notes and remove tape
   * rethread tape, make test punches (make the final test punch just before the beginning of an hour on the tape),
     and fill out leader notes
   * kill system using switch on relay box, then push display or advance on timer to use up stored current
     (disconnecting battery is the same as using the kill switch)
   * check ADR battery - replace if less than 12.2 VDC (note - at some stations the ADR runs off sampler
     battery)
   * continue with instructions 3 and 4

3) At sampler site
   * VERY IMPORTANT - make sure hands have no traces of dye. Use clean vinyl gloves if necessary.
   * turn control switch from “FLOW” to “OFF”
   * note position of sampler spout
   * disconnect sample hose, “BATTERY” line and “FLOW” line
   * note which bottles have samples and if any appear to have been over- or under-filled (they should all be
     about the same)
   * beginning with bottle - label 250 mL brown bottle with station, date and bottle number; transfer clearest
     part of sample to bottle; thoroughly rinse sample bottle with distilled water if available (otherwise river
     water) and return to sampler
   * check battery - replace if less than 12.2 VDC
   * reconnect sample hose, “BATTERY” line and “FLOW” line
   * advance sampler spout to bottle
   * VERY IMPORTANT - return control switch to “FLOW”
   * record data on ATD-CSG NOTES
4) At injection site
   * put on gloves to prevent dye stains
   * note pump rate setting (be careful not to change it) and approximate volume of any remaining dye/water mixture
   * do pump-rate test with water/alcohol mixture
   * note battery voltage, replace if less than 12.2 VDC
   * if battery replaced or pump setting changed, repeat pump-rate test
   * compute volume of dye \( V_d \) required and add to jug
   * compute volume of dye/water mix \( V_{dw} \) required and add water to jug
   * thoroughly mix and retain sample in 250 mL brown sample bottle and label with station, date, and approximate dye/water proportions
   * reconnect pump inlet line to dye jug make sure pump switch is “ON”
   * record data on ATD-CSG NOTES

**Laboratory Form**

The laboratory form for recording fluorometer readings and making discharge computations is shown below (fig. 18).
**FLUOROMETRIC ANALYSIS**

**Constant-Rate Injection of Rhodamine WT**

(Turner Model 10 Fluorometer)

Station: Name _______; Number _______

Date: Inj Sample ___________ Event(s) _______; Sample Removal _______

Dlest = _______ (D2-D3-D4)target = 10/(2.38x10^3)Dlest = _______

D2 = _______ D3 = _______ D4 = _______

Pump Tests: Date, qb (mL/min): _______

Pump Type: CF (ft/mL) _______ FT (mL) = ST-(BT+TT) = ST-(______+______)

q = qb + PFqb(CF)FT-(GH-GHs) = _______ (______)FT-(GH-______)

qb = base injection rate, CF - container factor (height/vel), FT - elapsed pump time,
ST - sample time (h:mn), BT - begin time (h:mn), TT - inj to sampler travel time (mn),
PF - pump factor (mL/min/ft), GHs - GH (ft) at which inj point(s) become submerged

Fluorometer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Conc</th>
<th>Disch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID/Remarks</th>
<th>Anal</th>
<th>Temp</th>
<th>GH</th>
<th>q</th>
<th>M-R-E Edg</th>
<th>Rdg as</th>
<th>Cdf, c</th>
<th>Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blank (time)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard µg/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard µg/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard µg/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection (C4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection (C4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard µg/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard µg/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard µg/L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blank (time)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|M - Multiplier (1, 100); R - Range (MS, 3.16, 10, 31.6); S - Scale (U, L)|

D1 = C4/[(SGd C4)(D2-D3-D4)] = _______/{(2.38x10^3){[______]+______}]-______

SQ1 = SGd D1 + SEn(1-D1) = 1.19[______]+1.00[1-(______)] - _______

Q = (5.89x10^-7)C4 = q(5.89x10^-7)(______) = _______ (q/c)

Anal by ____ Date _____ Comp by ____ Date _____ Chk by ____ Date _____

---

Figure 18.—Laboratory form for computing automatic tracer-dilution discharge measurements using fluorometer readings, dilution factors, and injection rates.